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Data smoothing has attracted attention as a po
tential method for suppressing the appearance of
noise in a scan picture so that important threshold
features may become more apparent to the physician
observer. One method is data bounding where sta
tistically aberrant elements are replaced with values
which are more likely to represent the real activity
distribution (1-3). In this digital process, the count
value of each picture element is compared to an
average of its neighbors and replaced if it is beyond
certain limits. Another method is spatial averaging
which reduces the wide fluctuation between elements
resulting from poor counting statistics. The count
value of each element is replaced by an average of
the values in neighboring elements either by shaping
the light spot in photorecording (4-10) or with sec
ondary digital processing (1-3,11-15). Spatial aver
aging is in more common use than data bounding.

The change in appearance of a picture smoothed
with spatial averaging depends on the shape and
spatial extent of the averaging function. If detection
depended on signal-to-noise ratio alone in a threshold
situation where the input signal was very near the
background count, the optimum averaging function
should equal the intensity distribution of the input
signal (matched filter) (14,16,17). But an averaging
function of such large spatial extent is known to
degrade spatial resolution adversely and is seldom
used. Difference of opinion as to optimum averaging
function has resulted in suggested strategies for vari
able processing where the averaging function may
be chosen to fit the picture characteristics (2,3,13,18).
But it is not yet clear how optimum choices for
smoothing are to be made and what improvement in
physician performance can be expected.

Physician performance must be the real test of
worth here. When the human observer is considered,
the conditions of viewing and the character of dis
play become important. For optimum viewing con
ditions, the visual angle subtended by the target

should be carefully chosen, yet viewing distance is
frequently neglected in tests of scan smoothing. Mor
gan (16,19) has explained the importance of gen
erous viewing distance for scan interpretation. Scan
images characteristically have low spatial frequency
components, and long viewing distances or minifi-
cation are required if there is to be an optimum
match to the maximum retinal response. The more
narrow visual angle also will cause the eye to respond
more poorly to higher frequency components of
picture noise, a major goal of processing with spatial
averaging (20).

In this project, we sought to clarify the practical
value of bounding and spatial averaging applied to
phantom and brain scan pictures of near threshold
lesions viewed by observers under near optimum con
ditions with results analyzed according to signal
detection theory.

PHANTOM SCAN EXPERIMENT

Method. The phantom was a radioactive (n9mTc)

sphere (object) measuring 2.4 cm in diam super
imposed upon a uniform disk of radioactivity (back
ground) which in turn was surrounded by a narrow
annulus approximately twice as radioactive as the
disk (Fig. 1). A scan picture was a 50 X 50 matrix
of picture elements, each measuring 0.375 X 0.375
cm. The object was at the focal length of the colli-
mator* where the FWHM was 1.6 cm. The picture

element size was sufficiently small compared with
the width of collimator line spread function to avoid
any significant resolution loss due to digital sampling.

The basic set of original data (Process 1) was nine
scans with the object and 12 without, divided equally
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FIG. 1. (A) Phantom configuration.
Object could be present in any one of
four locations or could be absent. (B) Ex
ample of original picture and each of five
pictures processed from it, as photo
graphed from CRT screen. Observer con
trolled contrast and off-set during inter
pretation and was not restricted to number
of grey steps shown in photographs.

18.7cm

among backgrounds of 50, 100, or 300 counts/cm2.
In scans with an object, there was a signal-to-noise
constant* equal to 1.8 Â± 0.3 (near threshold for

visual perception).

The hybrid processing and display system used in
these experiments is described in detail elsewhere
(3). We recorded the original scan data on per
forated paper tapes, and then processed them in our
subsystem computert producing other perforated
tapes representing secondary data pictures. We proc
essed each scan of original data five different ways
using data bounding or spatial averaging.

In data bounding (3) the process permitted 25%
count excursion for each picture element compared
to the mean of the counts in eight surrounding ele
ments. Otherwise, the count value of each picture
element was replaced by the high or low limit. For
spatial averaging (3) the process replaced the count
value of each picture element by a weighted average
of surrounding elements plus the center element. The
desired spread functions were obtained by appro
priate weighting and reprocessing of the secondary
tapes. Process 1 was the original data; Processes 2-4
gave increasing smoothing areas as shown in Fig. 2.
Bounding was performed both on the original data
alone (Process IB) and prior to minimal spatial
averaging (Process 2B).

Comparing the components of this test system,
then, the object intensity distribution nearly equals
the spread function of the collimator. The input sig
nal is the convolution of the two and nearly equals

the processor spread function of Process 4, which
serves in this instance as a matched filter.

Processing produced a complete set of 126 tapes,
each representing one test picture (six variations for
nine pictures with object, and six variations for 12
pictures without). The test tapes were randomized
and then, in sets of eight, were loaded onto a mag
netic storage drum. Each picture was available for
presentation to the observer in sequence by pushing
a selector button. An entire scan raster was recycled
30 times/sec, presented repetitively to the cathode-
ray tube* (CRT), and the picture appeared on the

screen as a persistent image with very little percepti
ble flicker. Since the object was positioned off-
center in the picture, the test supervisor could cause
it to have any one of four randomized positions by
inverting or reversing the presentation on the CRT.

Contrast and offset were under the direct control
of the observer at the time of viewing. Each observer
was able to adjust each picture, under observation, to
any contrast or offset, including a gradual change
from white to black between any regions of interest
(Fig. 1). In this way, the observer could take maxi
mum advantage of the 6-bit count content of each
picture element and could rapidly examine data in
high- or low-count regions without the limitations
imposed when one is restricted to the number of
grey steps in a single static picture on a CRT screen.

The optimum visual angle was chosen according to
the data of Morgan (79) based on an object diam
eter of 2.4 cm displayed on the CRT screen with a
3:1 minification. We achieved the required viewing
distance, 250 cm, using a mirror system that per-

* Signal-to-noise constant is ratio of difference between
object and background counts to root-mean-square variation
of background counts, where both object and background
counts are summed within equivalent disks (4 cm diam).

t DATA 620/i Varian Data Machines, Irvine, Calif.

* EIA Model 10ALP7 (yellow layer only) phosphor with
amber filter. Screen size: 8 x 10 cm. Maximum luminance:
69 cd/meter. Minimum luminance: 4.5 cd/meter. Ambient
illumination: 2.7 lX-
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FIO. 2. Spatial averaging (minimal, moderate, maximum). Fig
ures are line-by-line summations of two-dimensional distribution of
relative count density that would result if each process were ap
plied to single picture element of data.

mitted the observer to see the screen at this fixed
distance and yet to maintain access to the front panel
controls.

Eight observers examined each of the 126 pic
tures in turn, decided whether or not an object image
was present on the picture, and if so, determined in
which quadrant it was located. Each observer had
been told that a single barely visible object was
present on some of the pictures. Viewing time was
not limited, but no observer spent more than 20 sec
examining any one picture. A correct response on
positive pictures required correct detection and lo
calization.

Results. The means of the true positive rates
[Psx (A)] and the false positive rates [PN-(A)] for
the observers are shown in Fig. 3. Trend of change
in the true positive rate is generally followed by
a parallel trend in the false positive rate. Both
[Psx (A)] and [PN (A)] had wide interobserver vari
ations due mainly to differences in criteria for de
cision. Some observers were strict in deciding when

the picture was a positive one; some were lax. Those
who were strict would have a low [PN-(A)] and also
a low [Psx (A)], whereas with those who were lax,
both were increased.

The relationships between true and false positive
rates have been described mathematically in signal
detection theory (27-23). This defines an index of
detectability, d', which is useful as a measure of ob
server performance*. When [Psx (A)] and [Px (A)]
are known, the value of d' can be read from a table
(22). The index of detectability, d', depends on the
observer's sensory ability to detect a signal, not on
the observer's criteria for judgment, li the processing

of the pictures in this experiment increased the sensi
tivity or performance of the observers, there should
be an increase in d'. Figure 4 is a plot of the mean
of observers d' in this experiment against the entire
range of d' that is possible. In the group as a whole,

no trend of improvement is apparent throughout the
series of processes.

We then tested for possible improvement in per
formance if we assumed nearly equal sensory ability
among the observers. For each observer, we calcu
lated d*, the deviation of his d' for each process from

* This index of detectability determines the separation of
probability density functions of detection and false alarm
rate and incorporates a comparison of obtained performancewith ideal performance. The measure d' may be derived
from a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, that
is. a plot of true positive rate compared with false positive
rate on normal-normal coordinates. In this paper, however,
the values for d' were obtained from tables (22) using the

experimentally determined values for true and false positive
rates.
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FIG. 3. Phantom scan experiment. Processing resulted in in-
crease in both mean true positive rate [Psx (A)] and mean false
positive rate [Px (A)]. If choices had been made by chance alone,
we would expect [PsN (A)] = 0.125 and [Px (A)] = 0.5.
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FIG. 4. Phantom scan experiment. Mean of observer's index of
detectability, d', does not increase (improve) with processing. If
choices had been made by chance alone, we would expect 3' =

â€”1.15.
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FIG. 5. Phantom scan experiment. Limits of mean d* among

observers include zero for all processes. This indicates none of
processes were improvement over original data.

his mean d' for all processes. We then determined the
mean d* among observers for each processi. These

values are shown in Fig. 5 along with 95% confi
dence limits. Since all 95% confidence intervals in
clude zero, there is no difference in detectability d',

that is, none of the processes were an improvement
over the original data.

and 11 patients with positive scans. At the conclu
sion of the observer test and with knowledge of
lesion position in each picture of the abnormal series,
we scored lesion visibility on a scale from 0 to -)-4,
where -)-4 was the most obvious: 13 lesions were
-)-4, 11 were +3, 7 were +2, 6 were +1, and 7
were 0 (Fig. 6). The background count in the center
of each head image averaged 250 counts/cm2.

The three observers were physicians experienced
in scan reading. The display conditions were the same
as those described in the phantom experiment. First
the observers scored randomized pictures of Proc
ess 1 (original data) and Process 2B separately, and
then in pairs. When viewed in pairs for comparison,
the observer alternated a Process 1 picture with a
Process 2B picture by throwing a panel switch.

Results. The results shown in Figs. 7 and 8 are
similar to those of the phantom experiments. An
increase in the true positive rate with processing was
accompanied by an increase in the false positive rate.
The index of detectability, d', was unchanged whether

the processed scan was observed alone or together
with the original data.

CONCLUSIONS

In principle, picture minification and picture
smoothing have potential for improving observer

BRAIN SCAN EXPERIMENT

Does minimal smoothing for cosmetic alteration of
a brain scan picture improve observer performance?

Although we found no advantage to applying these
smoothing processes to low contrast phantom scan
data, we considered the possibility of improvement
in the more realistic situation of brain scan inter
pretation. Here, experienced observers are required
not oniy to detect and localize but to recognize as
well, that is, to distinguish between normal and ab
normal structures. In this experiment only a single
process was compared to the original data. Given a
choice among the smoothing processes as applied
to brain scans, three experienced observers preferred
Process 2B, bounding followed by minimal spatial
averaging, rather than more extensive smoothing
because it seemed to give the best compromise of
noise reduction and artifact.

Method. The test scans selected were 88 pictures
composed of four-view studies of 11 normal patients

t For each observer:
-7, _ d', + d',i, + d', + d'2B+ d'Â»+ d',
u â€” ,

d* = d' - d'.
Therefore, we can calculate a mean d*
servers.

for the eight ob-
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FIG. 6. Brain scan experiment. Example of lesion scoring based
on prior knowledge of lesion position.
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FIG. 7. Brain scan experiment. Process 2B increased true posi
tive rate [P \ (A)] and false positive rate [P\ (A)]. Results from
reading processed and unprocessed pictures in sequence (Processes
1 -}- 2B) were no different than reading unprocessed pictures alone.
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FIO. 8. Brain scan experiment. Index of detectability, d , is
unchanged from reading unprocessed pictures (Process 1) whether
processed pictures were observed alone (Process 2B) or together
with original data (Processes 1 -f- 2B).

performance in detecting threshold objects. It was
not apparent what additional advantage was offered
by smoothing after prior minification. In these ex
periments, we failed to show any improvement of
observer performance in detecting low contrast
images when they were viewed at a distance appro
priate to match the most significant components of
the spatial frequency spectrum of the object to the
optimum spatial frequency response of the eye. Al
though smoothing did increase true positive rate, it
also increased false positive rate as quantum mottle
from insufficient statistics blended into spurious
structures.

Morgan (19) has estimated that optimum viewing

distance is approximately 340 times the diameter of
the object in view. Scans are usually read at much
shorter distances. Scans could easily be interpreted
under more optimum conditions with appropriate
picture minification and the use of a diminishing
lens. Our study suggests that in the usual clinical
situation this approach is a more useful investment
in effoit than picture processing with data bounding
or spatial averaging as we have applied it.
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